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1 Introduction
The charged-particle transverse momentum (pT) spectrum is an important tool for studying
parton energy loss in the dense QCD medium, known as the quark gluon plasma (QGP),
that is produced in high energy nucleus-nucleus (AA) collisions [1, 2]. In such collisions,
high-pT particles, which originate from parton fragmentation, are sensitive to the amount
of energy loss that the partons experience traversing the medium. By comparing high-
pT particle yields in AA collisions to predictions of theoretical models, insight into the
fundamental properties of the QGP can be gained. Over the years, a number of results
have been made available by experiments at SPS [3, 4], at RHIC [5{8], and at the CERN
LHC [9{11]. The modication of high-pT particle production is typically quantied using
the ratio of the charged-particle pT spectrum in AA collisions to that of pp collisions, scaled
by the average number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions, hNcolli. This quantity is known
as the nuclear modication factor, RAA, and can also be formulated as function of pT as
RAA(pT) =
dNAA=dpT
hNcollidNpp=dpT =
dNAA=dpT
TAA dpp=dpT
; (1.1)
where NAA and Npp are the charged-particle yields in AA collisions and pp collisions, and
pp is the charged-particle cross section in pp collisions. The ratio of hNcolli with the total
inelastic pp cross section, dened as TAA = hNcolli=ppinel, is known as the nuclear overlap
function and can be calculated from a Glauber model of the nuclear collision geometry [12].
In this work we adopt natural units, such that c = 1.
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The factor of 5 suppression observed in the RAA of charged hadrons and neutral pions
at RHIC [5{8] was an indication of strong medium eects on particle production in the
nal state. However, the RHIC measurements were limited to a pT range below 25 GeV
and a collision energy per nucleon pair,
p
sNN, less than or equal to 200 GeV. The QGP is
expected to have a size, lifetime, and temperature that are aected by the collision energy.
During the rst two PbPb runs, the LHC collaborations measured the charged-particle
RAA at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV, up to pT around 50 GeV (ALICE [9]), 100 GeV (CMS [11]), and
150 GeV (ATLAS [10]). A suppression by a factor of about 7 was observed in the 5{10 GeV
pT region [9{11]. At higher pT, the suppression was not as strong, approaching roughly a
factor of 2 for particles with pT in the range of 40{100 GeV. At the end of 2015, in the rst
heavy ion data-taking period of the Run-2 at the LHC, PbPb collisions at
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV
took place, allowing the study of the suppression of charged particles at a new collision
energy frontier. Proton-proton data at the same collision energy were also taken, making
direct comparison between particle production in pp and PbPb collisions possible.
To gain access to the properties of the QGP, it is necessary to separate the eects
directly related to the hot partonic QCD system from those referred to as cold nuclear
matter eects. Measurements in proton-nucleus collisions can be used for this purpose.
The CMS Collaboration has previously published results for the nuclear modication factor
RpA using measured charged-particle spectra in pPb collisions at
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV and a
pp reference spectrum constructed by interpolation from previous measurements at higher
and lower center-of-mass energies [13]. The asterisk in the notation refers to this usage of
an interpolated reference spectrum. Similarly interpolation-based results are also available
from the ATLAS [14] and the ALICE [15] experiments. With the pp data taken in 2015 atp
s = 5:02 TeV, the measurement of the nuclear modication factor, RpA, using a measured
pp reference spectrum, becomes possible.
In this paper, the spectra of charged particles in the pseudorapidity window jj < 1 in
pp and PbPb collisions at
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV, as well as the nuclear modication factors,
RAA and RpA, are presented. Throughout this paper, for each collision system, the pseudo-
rapidity is computed in the center-of-mass frame of the colliding nucleons. The measured
RAA is compared to model calculations, as well as to previous experimental results at lower
collision energies.
2 The CMS detector and data selection
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal
diameter, providing an axial magnetic eld of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a
silicon pixel and strip tracker covering the range of jj < 2:5 [16], a lead tungstate crystal
electromagnetic calorimeter, and a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter, each composed
of a barrel and two endcap sections. Hadron forward calorimeters (HF), consisting of steel
with embedded quartz bers, extend the calorimeter coverage up to jj < 5:2. Muons are
measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel ux-return yoke outside the
solenoid. A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a denition of
the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in ref. [16].
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Centrality hNcolli TAA [mb 1]
0{5% 1820+130 140 26:0
+0:5
 0:8
5{10% 1430+100 110 20:5
+0:4
 0:6
10{30% 805+55 58 11:5
+0:3
 0:4
30{50% 267+20 20 3:82
+0:21
 0:21
50{70% 65:4+7:0 6:6 0:934
+0:096
 0:089
70{90% 10:7+1:7 1:5 0:152
+0:024
 0:021
0{10% 1630+120 120 23:2
+0:4
 0:7
0{100% 393+27 28 5:61
+0:16
 0:19
Table 1. The values of hNcolli and TAA and their uncertainties in
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV PbPb collisions
for the centrality ranges used in this paper.
The measurement of RAA is performed using the 2015 pp and PbPb data taken atp
sNN = 5:02 TeV. The pp sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 27.4 pb
 1,
while the PbPb sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 404 b 1. For pp colli-
sions the average pileup (the mean of the Poisson distribution of the number of collisions
per bunch crossing) was approximately 0.9. For the measurement of RpA, 35 nb
 1 ofp
sNN = 5:02 TeV pPb data are used.
The collision centrality in PbPb events, i.e. the degree of overlap of the two colliding nu-
clei, is determined from the total transverse energy, ET, deposition in both HF calorimeters.
Collision-centrality bins are given in percentage ranges of the total hadronic cross section,
0{5% corresponding to the 5% of collisions with the largest overlap of the two nuclei. The
collision centrality can be related to properties of the PbPb collisions, such as the total num-
ber of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions, Ncoll. The calculation of these properties is based
on a Glauber model of the incoming nuclei and their constituent nucleons [12, 17], as well
as studies of bin-to-bin smearing, which is evaluated by examining the eects of nite res-
olution on fully simulated and reconstructed events [18]. The calculated average Ncoll and
TAA values corresponding to the centrality ranges used, along with their systematic uncer-
tainties, are listed in table 1. The ppinel utilized in the Glauber calculation is 705 mb [19].
The nuclear radius and skin depth are 6:62  0:06 fm and 0:546  0:010 fm, respectively,
and a minimal distance between nucleons of 0:04 0:04 fm is imposed [20]. In this paper,
only TAA is used in the calculation of RAA, as given by the last formula in eq. (1.1).
The CMS online event selection employs a hardware-based level-1 trigger (L1) and
a software-based high-level trigger (HLT). Minimum-bias pp and PbPb collisions were
selected using an HF-based L1 trigger requiring signals above threshold in either one (pp)
or both (PbPb) sides of HF calorimeters. These data were utilized to access the low-
pT kinematic region of charged particles. In order to extend the pT reach of the results
reported in this paper, events selected by jet triggers were used. High-pT track triggers
were also employed, but only as a cross-check of the result obtained with jet triggers.
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Collision system/trigger L1 thresholds [GeV] HLT thresholds [GeV]
pp
Jet triggers 28, 40, 48 40, 60, 80
Track triggers MB, 28, 40, 48 12, 24, 34, 45, 53
PbPb
Jet triggers 28, 44, 56 40, 60, 80, 100
Track triggers MB, 16, 24 12, 18, 24, 34
Table 2. Summary of the ET and pT thresholds of the various L1 and HLT triggers used in the
analysis for the two colliding systems. Please refer to the text about the exact meaning of the
thresholds. Only the highest-threshold triggers collected data unprescaled. The MB symbol refers
to seeding by a minimum-bias trigger.
At the L1 stage, the jet-triggered events in pp and PbPb collisions were selected by re-
quiring the presence of L1-reconstructed jets above various ET thresholds, listed in table 2.
While the lower-threshold triggers had to be prescaled because of the high instantaneous
luminosity of the LHC, the highest threshold trigger was always unprescaled. In PbPb col-
lisions, the L1 jet trigger algorithms performed an online event-by-event underlying-event
subtraction, estimating the energy of the underlying event by averaging the deposited cal-
orimeter ET in rings of azimuthal angle (, in radians) as a function of , for each event
separately. Events triggered by high-pT tracks in pp collisions were selected by the same
L1 jet triggers as described above. In PbPb collisions, a special algorithm based on the ET
of the highest-ET underlying-event subtracted calorimeter trigger region (,  = 0:348)
in the central (jj < 1:044) detector area was employed. The presence of a high-pT track
is better correlated with the presence of a high-ET trigger region than with the presence
of a multiregion-wide L1 jet. Therefore, seeding the high-pT track triggers with the former
algorithm leads to a lower overall L1 trigger rate. This was an important consideration
in PbPb collisions, while it had much less importance in pp ones. Both the jet and the
track triggers had variants selecting only PbPb collision events of specic centralities. This
was made possible by an L1 algorithm, which estimated the collision centrality based on
the sum of the ET deposited in the HF calorimeter regions. The measurement of PbPb
spectra reported in this paper makes use of such triggers to increase the number of events
in peripheral centrality bins.
At the HLT, online versions of the pp and PbPb oine calorimeter jet and track re-
construction algorithms were run. In pp collisions, events selected by high-level jet triggers
contain calorimeter clusters which are above various pT values (table 2) in the jj < 5:1
region. Such clusters were produced with the anti-kT algorithm [21, 22] of distance param-
eter R=0.4, and were corrected to establish a relative uniform calorimeter response in 
and a calibrated absolute response in pT. In this conguration, the 80 GeV threshold trig-
ger was unprescaled. In PbPb collisions, the R=0.4 anti-kT calorimeter jets were clustered
and corrected after the energy due to the heavy-ion underlying event was subtracted in an
-dependent way [23]. Triggers with thresholds on the jet energy from 40 to 100 GeV were
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employed. The independent high-pT track triggers looked for a track in the jj < 2:4 (pp)
and jj < 1:05 (PbPb) regions above dierent pT thresholds, listed in table 2.
Events selected for oine analysis are required to pass a set of selection criteria de-
signed to reject events from background processes (beam-gas collisions and beam scraping
events). Events are required to have at least one reconstructed primary interaction vertex
with at least two associated tracks. In pp collisions, the events are also required to have at
least 25% of the tracks passing a tight track-quality selection requirement [24]. In PbPb
collisions, the shapes of the clusters in the pixel detector are required to be compatible with
those expected from particles produced by a PbPb collision. The PbPb collision event is
also required to have at least three towers in each of the HF detectors with energy deposits
of more than 3 GeV per tower.
3 Track reconstruction and corrections
The distributions reported in this paper are for primary charged particles. Primary charged
particles are required to have a mean proper lifetime greater than 1 cm. The daughters
of secondary decays are considered primary only if the mother particle had a mean proper
lifetime less than 1 cm. Additionally, charged particles resulting from interactions with
detector material are not considered primary particles.
The track reconstruction used in pp collisions for this study is described in ref. [24]. In
PbPb collisions, minor modications are made to the pp algorithm in order to accommodate
the much larger track multiplicities. Only tracks in the range jj < 1 are used. Tracks are
required to have a relative pT uncertainty of less than 10% in PbPb collisions and 30% in pp
collisions. In PbPb collisions, tracks must also have at least 11 hits and satisfy a stringent
t quality requirement, specically that the 2, divided by both the number of degrees of
freedom and the number of tracker layers hit, be less than 0.15. To decrease the likelihood
of counting nonprimary charged particles originating from secondary decay products, a se-
lection requirement of less than 3 standard deviations is applied on the signicance of the
distance of closest approach to at least one primary vertex in the event, for both collision
systems. Finally, a selection based on the relationship of a track to calorimeter energy de-
posits along its trajectory is applied in order to curtail the contribution of misreconstructed
tracks with very high pT. Tracks with pT > 20 GeV are required to have an associated
energy deposit [25] of at least half their momentum in the CMS calorimeters. This require-
ment was determined by comparing the distributions of the associated deposits for genuine
and misreconstructed tracks in simulated events to tracks reconstructed in real data. The
eciency of the calorimeter-matching requirement is 98% (95%) in PbPb (pp) data for
tracks selected for analysis by the previously mentioned other track selection criteria.
To correct for ineciencies associated with the track reconstruction algorithms, sim-
ulated Monte Carlo (MC) samples are used. For pp collision data, these are generated
with pythia 8.209 [26] tune CUETP8M1 [27] minimum-bias, as well as QCD dijet samples
binned in the transverse momentum of the hard scattering, p^T. For PbPb collision data,
hydjet 1.9 [28] minimum-bias events and hydjet-embedded pythia QCD dijet events are
used. In the embedding procedure, a high-p^T pythia event is combined with a minimum-
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bias hydjet event with the same vertex location. The combined event is then used as
input to the full simulation of the CMS detector response.
In general the tracking eciency, dened as the fraction of primary charged particles
successfully reconstructed, is non-unitary due to algorithmic ineciencies and detector ac-
ceptance eects. Furthermore, misreconstruction, where a track not corresponding to any
charged particle is errantly reconstructed, can inject extra tracks into the analysis. Finally,
tracks corresponding to products of secondary interactions or decays, which still pass all
track selection criteria and are therefore selected for analysis, must also be taken into ac-
count. Corrections for these eects are applied on a track-by-track basis, and take into
consideration the properties of each track: pT, , , and radial distance of the track from the
closest jet axis. The functional dependence of the corrections is assumed to factorize into
the product of four single-variable functions in separate classes of track kinematics proper-
ties. This factorization is only approximate because of correlations between the variables.
These correlations are accounted for in a systematic uncertainty. The tracking eciency in
pp is between 80 and 90% for most of the pT range studied, except for pT > 150 GeV, where
it decreases to 70%. The pp track misreconstruction rate and secondary rate are found to
be less than 3% and 1%, respectively, in each pT bin examined. Owing to the dependence of
the tracking eciency on detector occupancy, the event centrality is also taken into account
in the correction procedure for PbPb collisions. Additionally, to account for the slightly
dierent 2=dof in data and simulated events, a track-by-track reweighting is applied to
the simulation during this calculation. The eciency of the PbPb track reconstruction
algorithm and track selection criteria for minimum-bias events is approximately 40% at
0.7 GeV. It then increases rapidly to around 65% at 1 GeV, where it reaches a plateau. It
starts to decrease from pT values of around 100 GeV until it reaches about 50% at 400 GeV.
This eciency is also centrality dependent; the pT-inclusive value is approximately 60%
for central events and 75% for peripheral events. In general, the PbPb misreconstruction
and secondary rates are very small because of the strict selection criteria applied to the
tracks. The misreconstruction rate does increase at low track pT and also slightly at very
high pT, to around 1.5%. Below 1 GeV it increases to 10% for the most central events.
These numbers are in line with the expected tracking performance based on previous stud-
ies of similar tracking algorithms in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV [24] and PbPb collisions
at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV [29].
Particles of dierent species have dierent track reconstruction and selection eciencies
at the same pT. As dierent MC event generators model the relative fractions of the particle
species dierently, the computed tracking eciencies for inclusive primary charged particles
depend on which MC generator is used to evaluate the correction. Notably, the reconstruc-
tion eciency for primary charged strange baryons is very low, as they decay before leav-
ing a sucient number of tracker hits for direct reconstruction. In this measurement, the
species-dependent track reconstruction eciencies are rst calculated and then weighted
with the corresponding particle fractions produced by pythia 8, tune CUETP8M1 and
epos [30], tune LHC [31]. pythia is expected to underpredict the fraction of strange
baryons present in PbPb collisions, while epos overpredicts strange baryon production
in central collisions at lower collision center-of-mass energies [32]. Therefore we choose a
working point between these two models by averaging the two sets of correction factors.
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The pT resolution of selected tracks in both pp and PbPb collisions remains below 2%
up to 100 GeV. For higher pT it starts to increase, reaching about 6% at 400 GeV. The
resulting change in the measured charged-particle yields introduced by the track resolution
is found to be less than 1%. A correction is not made for this distortion, but rather the
distortion is accounted for in the systematic uncertainty.
The distortion of the shape of the pp pT distribution due to the event selection re-
quirements is calculated by evaluating the eciency of the selection in \zero bias" data.
Zero bias data were selected solely based on whether there were lled bunches in both
beams crossing each other in the CMS interaction region. Therefore, the zero bias data
set provides an unbiased sample to study the eciency of the minimum-bias trigger and of
the oine event selection. As a result of this study, a correction is applied for a small (less
than 1%) distortion of the very low-pT spectrum due to valid events failing to pass the
event selection. For the PbPb sample, the event selection is fully ecient from 0 to 90%
event centrality classes. For quantities inclusive in centrality, the event selection eciency
of 99 2% is corrected for. (Selection eciencies higher than 100% are possible, reecting
the presence of ultra-peripheral collisions in the selected event sample.)
4 Combination of data from dierent triggers
To obtain the inclusive charged-particle spectra up to a few hundred GeV of transverse mo-
menta, data recorded by the minimum-bias and jet triggers are combined. The procedure
is outlined in refs. [11, 13].
The event-weighting factors corresponding to the various triggers are computed by
counting the number of events that contain a leading jet (dened as the jet with the
highest pT in the event) in the range of jj < 2 with pT values in regions not aected by
trigger thresholds. In these regions, the trigger eciency of the higher-threshold trigger is
constant relative to that of the lower-threshold trigger. The ratio of the number of such
events in the two triggered sets of data is used as a weighting factor. For example, the
region above which the jet trigger with a pT threshold of 40 GeV has constant eciency is
determined by comparing the pT distribution of the leading jets to that of the minimum-
bias data. Similarly, the constant eciency region of the 60 GeV jet trigger is determined
by comparison to the 40 GeV jet trigger, etc.
To determine the inclusive particle spectrum, events are rst uniquely classied into
leading jet pT classes. The pp spectra are constructed by taking events from the minimum-
bias, 40 GeV jet, 60 GeV jet, 80 GeV jet, and 100 GeV jet triggers, for each respective class.
The particle spectra are evaluated in each class separately, and then combined using the
normalization factors described in the previous paragraph. The procedure outlined above
is veried by constructing a charged-particle spectrum from an alternative combination
of event samples triggered by high-pT track triggers. The nal spectra are found to be
consistent with each other. In PbPb collisions, the overall normalization of the combined
spectrum is performed using the number of minimum-bias events in the appropriate cen-
trality range. In pp collisions, the normalization is set by the integrated luminosity.
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Figure 1. Left: ratio of the leading jet pT distributions in PbPb collisions in the 0{30% centrality
range from various triggers, after the data have been normalized to one another. Lines have been
added to guide the eye. Right: contributions from the various jet triggers (colored histograms) to
the combined, but otherwise uncorrected, track spectrum (black markers) in the 0{5% centrality
range in PbPb collisions. The statistical uncertainties are smaller than the size of the data markers.
The ratio of the normalized distribution of the leading jet pT from minimum-bias and
from various jet-triggered data in PbPb collisions in the 0{30% centrality range can be
seen in the left panel of gure 1. The constant-eciency regions are selected to be above
pT of 60, 80, 100, and 120 GeV for the triggers having a threshold of 40, 60, 80, and
100 GeV, respectively. The contribution from each of the data sets selected by the dierent
jet trigger thresholds to the combined, but otherwise uncorrected, track spectrum in the
0{5% centrality range can be seen in the right panel of gure 1. The combined spectrum
includes contributions from each jet trigger threshold data set at each charged-particle pT
bin, although the relative contributions of the dierent data sets naturally vary strongly
as a function of pT.
The scheme outlined above is slightly modied for the combination of the spectra using
events from the 0{30% centrality range. In that range, due to the large minimum-bias data
set and the absence of the peripheral-specic jet triggers (see section 2), the minimum-bias
data provide higher statistical power than the data triggered with the 40 GeV jet trigger.
Thus, the data from this jet trigger path are not used, and the minimum-bias sample is
combined with the higher-threshold jet-triggered sample. The 40 GeV jet trigger is shown
in gure 1 for illustration.
5 Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties inuencing the measurement of the spectra of charged par-
ticles in pp and PbPb collisions as well as the RAA are presented in table 3. The ranges
quoted cover both the pT and the centrality dependence of the uncertainties. In the follow-
ing, each source of systematic uncertainty is discussed separately, including a discussion on
the cancellation of the spectra uncertainties in RAA.
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 Particle species composition. As described in section 3, the tracking corrections
used in the analysis correspond to a particle species composition that lies halfway
between that from pythia 8, tune CUETP8M1 and epos, tune LHC. We assign the
dierence between these corrections and the corrections given by the pythia 8 or the
epos particle compositions as a systematic uncertainty in the pp and PbPb spectra.
The systematic uncertainty has a strong pT dependence, directly related to how much
the two models dier at a given pT. Below a pT of around 1.5 GeV, the uncertainty
is 1% both in pp and PbPb data. For higher pT, the uncertainty increases rapidly
with pT, reaching a value of about 8% (pp) and 13.5% (PbPb in the 0{5% centrality
range) at 3 GeV, followed by a steady decrease to 1% at and above 10 GeV. The
uncertainties are evaluated in bins of centrality, resulting in higher uncertainties for
more central events. For RAA, the conservative assumption of no cancellation of this
uncertainty is made, resulting in uncertainty values between 1.5 and 15.5%.
 MC/data tracking eciency dierence. The dierence in the track reconstruction
eciency in pp data and pp simulation was studied by comparing the relative fraction
of reconstructed D mesons in the D ! D ! K and D ! D ! K decay
channels in simulated and data events, following ref. [33]. Additional comparisons
were made between track quality variables before track selections in both pp and
PbPb data and simulation. Based on these two studies, pT-independent uncertainties
of 4% (pp) and 5% (PbPb) are assigned.
To study the potential cancellation of the pp and PbPb uncertainties in RAA, an
examination of the relative dierence between pp and PbPb of MC/data tracking
eciency discrepancies is performed. First, the ratio of the uncorrected track spectra
in data in the 30{100% centrality bin is computed using the pp and the PbPb recon-
struction algorithms. The same ratio is also evaluated using MC events as inputs.
Finally, the ratio of the previously-computed MC and data ratios is constructed.
Assuming that the misreconstruction rate in data and MC is the same, this double
ratio is proportional to the relative MC/data tracking eciency dierence between pp
and PbPb. Small dierences between data and MC, which break the assumption on
the misreconstruction rate, are accounted for with the \fraction of misreconstructed
tracks" systematic uncertainty discussed later in this section. Based on this study,
an uncertainty ranging from 2% (70{90% centrality bin) to 6.5% (0{30% centrality
bins) is assigned to the RAA measurement.
 Tracking correction procedure. The accuracy of the tracking correction procedure
is tested in simulated events by comparing the fully corrected track spectrum to the
spectrum of simulated particles. In such comparisons, dierences smaller than 1%
(pp) and 3% (PbPb) are observed. The main source of the dierences is the fact that
the tracking eciency only approximately factorizes into single-variable functions of
track pT, track  and , event centrality, and radial distance of the tracks from jets in
the bins of track pT and event centrality used for the calculation of the tracking cor-
rection factors. Such dierences in the tracking corrections are one of the two sources
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Sources Uncertainty [%]
pp PbPb RAA
Particle species composition 1{8 1.0{13.5 1.5{15.5
MC/data tracking eciency dierence 4 4{5 2.0{6.5
Tracking correction procedure 1 1{4 1.5{4.0
PbPb track selection | 4 4
Pileup 3 <1 3
Fraction of misreconstructed tracks <3 <1.5 <3
Trigger combination <1 1 1
Momentum resolution 1 1 1
Event selection correction <1 | <1
Combined uncertainty 7{10 7{15 7.0{17.5
Glauber model uncertainty (TAA) | | 1.8{16.1
Integrated luminosity 2.3 | 2.3
Table 3. Systematic uncertainties associated with the measurement of the charged-particle spectra
and RAA using
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV pp and PbPb collision data. The ranges quoted cover both the
pT and the centrality dependence of the uncertainties. The combined uncertainty in RAA does not
include the integrated luminosity and the TAA uncertainties.
of systematic uncertainty in the derivation of tracking correction factors considered
in this analysis. The second source of systematic uncertainty is related to only having
a limited number of simulated events to determine the correction factors. While this
uncertainty for pp collisions is negligible, for PbPb collisions it can reach 3% and is ac-
counted for in a pT and centrality-dependent way. No cancellation of the tracking cor-
rection uncertainties in pp and PbPb collisions is assumed in the computation of RAA.
 PbPb track selection. The track selection criteria are stricter in PbPb than in pp
collisions. Selecting on more track quality variables naturally introduces a larger
dependence on the underlying MC/data (dis)agreement for the track quality vari-
ables in question. To study the eect of such disagreements, the reconstruction of
charged-particle spectra was repeated using looser track selection criteria. Based
on the dierences observed in the fully corrected spectra, an uncertainty of 4% is
assigned for the PbPb spectra, as well as in RAA.
 Pileup. In this analysis, tracks compatible with any of the primary vertices are se-
lected. To assess the possible eect of pileup on the particle spectrum, the spectrum
was recomputed using only single-vertex collision events. Based on the dierences
observed in the shape of the spectra, a systematic uncertainty of 3% is evaluated.
For PbPb collisions, the much smaller pileup is found to have a negligible eect on
the reported charged-particle spectra. Consequently, the 3% uncertainty in the pp
spectrum is propagated to RAA.
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 Fraction of misreconstructed tracks. The fraction of misreconstructed tracks is
computed from simulated events. To account for possible dierences in the misre-
construction fraction between simulated and data events, the total amount of the
corrections, less than 3% in pp and less than 1.5% in PbPb collisions, is assigned as
a systematic uncertainty in the charged-particle spectra in a pT-dependent fashion.
These uncertainties are conservatively assumed to not cancel for the calculation of
the uncertainty in RAA.
 Trigger combination. The method of combining the dierent triggers used in this
analysis relies on the calculation of overlaps in the leading jet spectra between the
dierent triggers. The calculated trigger weights are subject to statistical uctuations
due to a statistically limited data sample. To assess the corresponding uncertainty
in RAA, the uncertainties on the trigger weights associated to each trigger path are
weighted according to the fraction of the particle spectrum that the trigger con-
tributes in a given pT bin. The overall uncertainty is found to range from negligible
to 1%. The uncertainty is highest for peripheral events and increases with pT.
 Momentum resolution. The variation of the yield of charged particles in any given pT
bin due to the nite resolution of the track reconstruction is evaluated using simulated
events. The yields are found to only change by around 1% both in pp and PbPb
collisions. For RAA, the same 1% systematic uncertainty is conservatively assigned.
 Event selection correction. The bias resulting from the event selection conditions
on the shape of the pp spectrum and RAA distributions is corrected by a procedure,
which directly evaluates the event selection eciency based on zero-bias data alone
(see section 3). To estimate the corresponding systematic uncertainty, the event se-
lection correction is also evaluated using simulated events. The charged-particle pT
distribution in pp and the RAA distribution, reconstructed with the MC-based alter-
native event selection correction, are found to dier by less than 1% from the main
result. For centrality-inclusive PbPb quantities, an uncertainty due to event selection
is combined with the TAA uncertainty.
 Glauber model uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty in the Glauber model nor-
malization factor (TAA) ranges from 1.8% (in the 0{5% centrality bin) to 16.1% (in
the 70{90% centrality bin). The uncertainties in the TAA values are derived from
propagating the uncertainties in the event selection eciency, and in the nuclear
radius, skin depth, and minimum distance between nucleons in the Pb nucleus [20]
parameters of the Glauber model.
 Integrated luminosity. The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity for pp collisions
is 2.3%. For the PbPb analysis, no luminosity information is used as per-event yields
are measured.
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Figure 2. (Top panel) Charged-particle per-event yields measured in various PbPb centrality
classes, as well as in pp data. A factor of 70 mb is used to scale the pp spectrum from a dierential
cross section to a per-event yield for direct comparison. The statistical uncertainties are smaller
than the size of the markers for most points. (Bottom panel) Systematic uncertainties as a function
of pT for representative data sets. The pp uncertainty contains a 2.3% fully correlated uncertainty
in the pp integrated luminosity.
6 Results
The measured charged-particle spectra are shown in gure 2 for both pp and PbPb collisions
at
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV. The PbPb results are shown in the 0{5%, 5{10%, 10{30%, 30{50%,
50{70%, and 70{90% centrality ranges, and are given as per-event dierential yields. The
two most central bins have been scaled by constant factors of three and ten for visual clar-
ity. The pp spectrum, for the purposes of measuring the RAA, is measured as a dierential
cross section. In order to convert this quantity to a per-event yield for comparison on the
same gure, a scaling factor of 70 mb, corresponding approximately to the total inelastic pp
cross section, is applied. No correction is applied for the nite size of the pT bins; the points
represent the average yield across the bin. The spectrum in pp collisions resembles a power
law beyond a pT of around 5 GeV. In comparison, the spectra in central PbPb collisions are
visibly modied, leading to pT-dependent structures in RAA. Representative systematic un-
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Figure 3. Charged-particle RAA measured in six dierent centrality ranges at
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV
compared to results at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV from CMS [11] (all centrality bins), ALICE [9] (in the
0{5% and 5{10% centrality ranges), and ATLAS [10] (in the 0{5% centrality range). The yellow
boxes represents the systematic uncertainty of the 5.02 TeV CMS points.
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certainties are shown in the lower panel for central and peripheral PbPb data, as well as for
the pp data. The pp uncertainty shown includes a 2.3% correlated uncertainty coming from
the use of the pp integrated luminosity in the determination of the spectrum normalization.
The measured nuclear modication factors for primary charged particles in PbPb colli-
sions are shown in gure 3. The error bars represent statistical uncertainties. The blue and
gray boxes around unity show the TAA and pp luminosity uncertainties, respectively, while
the yellow band represents the other systematic uncertainties as discussed in section 5.
The RAA distributions show a characteristic suppression pattern over most of the pT range
measured, having local maxima at about a pT of 2 GeV and local minima at around 7 GeV.
These features are much stronger for central collisions than for peripheral ones, and are
presumably the result of the competition between nuclear parton distribution function ef-
fects [34], radial ow [35], parton energy loss, and the Cronin eect [36, 37], which all
depend upon centrality. The suppression seen for 0{5% collisions is about 7{8 for pT of
around 6{9 GeV. Above these pT values, radial ow is insignicant and the shape of RAA
is expected to be dominated by parton energy loss. At larger pT, RAA appears to exhibit
a continuous rise up to the highest pT values measured, with RAA values approaching
unity. On the other hand, the RAA for the 70{90% centrality class displays relatively little
pT dependence. It is approximately centered around 0.75, albeit with a large systematic
uncertainty which is dominated by a 16.1% contribution from the TAA uncertainty. In
all centrality classes, the uncertainties show a characteristic increase in the 2{10 GeV pT
region driven by the uncertainty due to the particle composition, which is largest in that
region (see section 5).
The measured RAA distributions at
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV are also compared to the CMS
measurements at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV [11] in gure 3. Additionally, for the 0{5% and 5{10%
bins, results from one or both of the ALICE [9] and ATLAS [10] collaborations are shown.
The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties, while the boxes indicate all systematic
uncertainties, other than the luminosity and TAA uncertainties, for both CMS measure-
ments. The 2.76 TeV CMS measurement has a 6% pp luminosity uncertainty and a TAA
uncertainty, which is similar to that for 5.02 TeV [11]. The measured RAA distributions
at 2.76 and 5.02 TeV are quantitatively similar to each other. At pT values below about
7 GeV, the 5.02 TeV data tend to be higher, however the dierence is mostly covered by the
systematic uncertainties of the respective measurements. It is worth noting that because
of the dierent particle composition corrections applied in pp and PbPb at 5.02 TeV, the
RAA is shifted upward by 1 to 5% in the pT region of 1{14 GeV compared to an RAA, where
no such correction is applied, such as the 2.76 TeV CMS result. Above about 10 GeV and
for central collisions, the 5.02 TeV RAA tends to be slightly smaller than the 2.76 TeV one.
For peripheral collisions, we see the opposite trend.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the measured RAA distributions in the 0{10% and
30{50% centrality ranges to the predictions from models described in refs. [38{43]. The
scetG model [38] is based on the generalization of the dglap evolution equations to include
nal-state medium-induced parton showers combined with initial-state eects. This model
gives a good description of the measured data over the full pT range of the prediction, for pT
between 5 and 200 GeV. In the Hybrid model [39], the in-medium rate of energy loss is pre-
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dicted using a strongly coupled theory. This parametrization is then used to retroactively
modify the particle shower produced by pythia 8.183. Hadronization is accomplished us-
ing the pythia implementation of the Lund string model [44]. The model tends to predict
less suppression than the other models considered here, but is consistent with the measured
data. The model of Bianchi et al. [40] attempts to use the scale-dependence of the QGP
parton distribution function to describe data at both RHIC and the LHC. The calculation
allows the medium transport coecient, q^, to vary with the energy scale of jets traversing
the medium. Although the model agrees with the data well at high pT, some discrep-
ancy can be seen at the lower pT range of the prediction. The cujet 3.0 model [41] is
constructed by generalizing the perturbative-QCD-based cujet 2.0 model built upon the
Gyulassy-Levai-Vitev opacity series formalism [45]. These generalizations include two com-
plementary nonperturbative features of the QCD connement cross-over phase transition:
suppression of quark and gluon degrees of freedom, and the emergence of chromomagnetic
monopoles. For central collisions, the model predicts a suppression for charged hadrons
plus neutral pions that is larger than seen in the data for charged particles. In the 30{50%
centrality bin, however, the model is compatible with most of the data points. The predic-
tion by Andres et al. [42] comes from using the 'quenching weights' formalism and tting a
K factor to the inclusive particle suppression at LHC energies to parametrize the departure
of q^ from an ideal estimate. The K factor used to determine the predicted suppression at
5.02 TeV is assumed to be the same as the one extracted from the t to the 2.76 TeV data.
The predicted RAA shows a stronger suppression than the one seen in data. As the authors
note in ref. [42], a K value needed to reproduce the CMS data is about 10% smaller than
the one used. This indicates that the medium created at the higher collision energy is closer
to the ideal limit, q^ ' 2"3=4 [46], where " is the energy density of the QGP. Finally, the v-
usphydro+BBMG model [43] couples event-by-event hydrodynamic ow and energy den-
sity proles calculated with v-usphydro [47] to the BBMG jet-energy-loss framework [48].
For the curve shown in gure 4, it is assumed that the jet energy loss is proportional to the
distance travelled in the medium, that the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio of the
medium is 0.05 (less than the Kovtun-Son-Starinets boundary of 1/4 [49]), and that the
freeze-out temperature is 160 MeV. The predicted RAA describes the data well lying on
the lower edge of the range covered by the systematic uncertainties of the measurement.
The evolution of central RAA with the collision center-of-mass energy, from the SPS [3,
4] to RHIC [50, 51], and then to the LHC [9{11], is presented in gure 5. The data from
WA98 and PHENIX are for neutral pions, while the data given by NA49 and STAR are for
charged pions and hadrons, respectively. The results from the present analysis are shown
by the black dots. The error bars show the statistical uncertainties, while the yellow band
surrounding the new
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV CMS points represents the systematic uncertainties,
including that of the integrated luminosity (in the previous gures the luminosity uncer-
tainty is shown along with the TAA uncertainty as a separate error box around unity). The
TAA uncertainties, which are less than 5%, are not included in the gure. The prediction
of the models of refs. [38{43] at
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV are also shown. The measured nuclear
modication factors at all energies show a rising trend at low pT up to 2 GeV, followed by
local minima at RHIC and the LHC at around 7 GeV. At higher pT, both the RHIC and
LHC data show an increase of RAA with increasing pT.
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Figure 4. Charged-particle RAA measured in the 0{10% (left) and 30{50% (right) centrality
ranges at
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV compared to predictions of models from refs. [38{43]. The yellow band
represents the systematic uncertainty of the 5.02 TeV CMS points.
As the collision energy increases, high pT charged-particle spectra atten and extend
to larger values. If the average energy loss of a particle at a given pT is xed, this attening
would cause RAA to exhibit less suppression. The similar RAA values measured at 2.76 and
5.02 TeV indicate that the eect of attening spectra could be balanced by a larger average
energy loss in the higher-energy collisions at a xed pT [2]. A similar argument could explain
the relatively close proximity of the 200 GeV PHENIX and 5.02 TeV CMS measurements
for particle pT >10 GeV, despite the latter having 25 times the collision energy.
In order to better understand the relationship between the strong suppression seen in
RAA and potential cold nuclear matter eects, a previous R

pA measurement, using 35 nb
 1
of pPb data at
p
sNN =5.02 TeV and an interpolated pp reference [13], is recalculated
using the pp reference spectrum measured in this paper at
p
s =5.02 TeV. In order to do
this, the corrections for the nite size of the pT bins applied to the published pPb data
are removed, as such a correction is not applied to the pp spectrum measured here. An
additional correction for the particle species composition in pPb collisions is calculated
and applied in a fashion similar the measured pp spectrum. The previously published
data [13] took this eect into account with a systematic uncertainty, but the correction
is applied here in order to benet from potential cancellations arising from the use of
similar analysis procedures on both spectra. The systematic uncertainty due to the particle
composition eect was then updated in order to reect the presence of this additional
correction. Figure 6 shows the comparison between the nuclear modication factors in
inclusive pPb and PbPb collisions at
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV. At pT < 2 GeV a rising trend is
seen in both systems, which in PbPb collisions is followed by a pronounced suppression
in the 2 < pT < 10 GeV region, and a rising trend from around 10 GeV to the highest
pT. In the pPb system, there is no suppression in the intermediate pT region, suggesting
that in PbPb collisions the suppression is a hot medium eect. Above pT > 10 GeV in the
pPb system, a weak momentum dependence is seen leading to a moderate excess above
unity at high pT. This excess is less pronounced than the one seen in R

pA when using an
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Figure 5. Measurements of the nuclear modication factors in central heavy-ion collisions at
four dierent center-of-mass energies, for neutral pions (SPS, RHIC), charged hadrons (h) (SPS,
RHIC), and charged particles (LHC), from refs. [3, 4, 9{11, 50{52], compared to predictions of six
models for
p
sNN = 5:02 TeV PbPb collisions from refs. [38{43]. The error bars represent the sta-
tistical uncertainties. The yellow band around the 5.02 TeV CMS data points show the systematic
uncertainties of this measurement, including that of the integrated luminosity. The TAA uncertain-
ties, of the order of 5%, are not shown. Percentage values in parentheses indicate centrality ranges.
interpolated pp reference spectrum [13]. At the pT value of the largest deviation, 65 GeV,
RpA is 1:19  0:02 (stat)+0:13 0:11 (syst), while RpA is 1:41  0:01 (stat)+0:20 0:19 (syst). The RpA
values above unity in the intermediate pT region are qualitatively similar to other observed
enhancements due to the Cronin eect and radial ow in pA and dA systems [37, 53].
Furthermore, the moderate excess above 10 GeV is suggestive of anti-shadowing eects in
the nuclear parton distribution function [34].
7 Summary
The transverse momentum spectra of charged particles in pp and PbPb collisions atp
sNN = 5:02 TeV have been measured in the pseudorapidity window jj < 1 in the pT
ranges of 0.5{400 (pp) and 0.7{400 GeV (PbPb). Using these spectra, the nuclear modi-
cation factor RAA has been constructed in several bins of collision centrality. In the 0{5%
bin, the RAA shows a maximum suppression of a factor of 7{8 around pT = 7 GeV. At
higher pT, it exhibits a rise, reaching a value of RAA = 0:86 0:28 in the pT bin from 250
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Figure 6. Measurements of the nuclear modication factor for an inclusive centrality class for
both PbPb and pPb collisions. The RpA values are formed using the previously published CMS
pPb data [13] and the pp reference spectrum described in this paper. Please refer to the main text
about the exact procedure followed. The green and yellow boxes show the systematic uncertainties
for RpA and RAA, respectively, while the TpA, TAA, and pp luminosity uncertainties are shown as
boxes at low pT around unity.
to 400 GeV. As collisions become more peripheral, a weakening of both the magnitude and
pT dependence of this suppression is observed. Comparisons of the measured RAA values
to the 2.76 TeV results reveal similar pT dependence and similar suppression. Predictions
of the high-pT RAA coming from the scetG, Hybrid, and v-usphydro+BBMG models
are found to approximately reproduce the present data. In central collisions, the cujet
3.0 model and a model parametrizing the departure of the medium transport coecient, q^,
from an ideal estimate, both predict RAA suppressions that are slightly larger than seen in
data. A model allowing q^ to vary is able to predict the data at high pT, but expects a larger
suppression around 10 GeV. The nuclear modication factor in pPb collisions has been re-
computed switching from an interpolation-based reference to the newly measured pp data
at
p
s = 5:02 TeV. In the pPb system, in contrast to the PbPb system, no suppression is
observed in the 2{10 GeV region. A weak momentum dependence is seen for pT > 10 GeV
in the pPb system, leading to a moderate excess above unity at high pT. The pPb and
PbPb nuclear modication factors presented in this paper, covering pT ranges up to 120 and
400 GeV, respectively, provide stringent constraints on cold and hot nuclear matter eects.
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